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Abstract — A novel frequency-hopping spread-spectrum
transmitter architecture is presented that provides robust
communications in the 915 MHz ISM band while dissipating
very low power. The frequency-hopping front-end consists of
a VCO, dividers and output stage. A base-band predistortion
algorithm allows hopping with minimum hardware complexity.
The TX front-end has been fabricated in Silicon-on-Anything
(SOA) bipolar technology and a BFSK modulated wireless link
using a dedicated receiver has been realized. A 1kbps, 1khop/s
link with a BER smaller than 1.1 % has been achieved at -25
dBm output power while having 64 orthogonal channels. The
synthesizer architecture (VCO+divider+base-band) dissipates
only 870µA.

Index Terms — Transmitter, frequency hopping, low-power,
pre-distortion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many wireless applications in the consumer home today, and

in the ambient intelligent home of the future, will require

only very low data rates (<1 kbps) and a low Quality of Ser-

vice (QoS). For non-critical monitoring applications, only

transmitters (TX) are needed that send their sensed data to

a central base-station or residential gateway (RG). In these

cases, standards like Bluetooth and ZigBee provide a solu-

tion that is often considered too power hungry, with peak

currents that will not readily support maintenance-free en-

ergy scavenging devices.

These devices should be able to transmit and receive reliably

data under huge power constraints. Unfortunately, the harsh

indoor environment presents, due to fading and strong signal

attenuation, a great obstacle to reliable wireless communica-

tions when the system is power constrained. Indeed to cope

with the non-ideal channel, as well as with multipath fading,

and to reduce the probability of collisions when more wire-

less nodes transmit at the same time, Spread Spectrum (SS)

techniques are commonly employed.

Among different SS techniques, the most common ones are

the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and the Fre-

quency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) techniques. Due

to shorter acquisition time as well as the capability to avoid

jammed or deep faded portions of the allowed spectrum, an

FHSS system is a very suitable SS technique for low data-

rate applications in the indoor environment. Unfortunately,

it generally requires a complex frequency synthesizer, which

definitely can increase the power consumption well above

the allowed limit for a self contained wireless node.

A typical FH TX front-end dissipates more than 9 mA [1].

The presented predistortion-based FHSS TX solution pro-

vides a robust 64 channel wireless link to a receiving base-

station, while sinking only 870µA in the front-end synthe-

sizer, which is a factor eight less than typical state-of-the-art

hopping synthesizers [2].

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Traditional FHSS systems are based on a Phase-Locked

Loop (PLL) with a digitally controlled variable divider or

on a Direct-Digital Frequency Synthesizer (DDFS) and a

Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC) that is used to translate

the discrete time periodic waveform from the DDFS in a

continuous waveform with specified spectral characteristics.

These methods both require complex hardware and high

power consumption to achieve a fast settling behavior and

a high degree of accuracy in the frequency synthesis.

To reduce the overall power consumption to a level that al-

lows the implementation of an autonomous wireless node a

new architecture is proposed based on the direct synthesis of

frequency bins. The schematic block diagram of this archi-

tecture is shown in Fig. 1.

The transmitter consists of a 1.8 GHz VCO, 2 dividers and 1

output stage. The frequency locked loop (FLL) measures the

fout/4 signal from the VCO, and calibrates fout via the coarse

tune input fc, to ensure that the complete TX band falls

within the ISM band. Once this calibration is performed, the

FLL and related dividers are powered down, thus not con-

tributing to the total power dissipation.



The fine tuning input of the VCO (ff), is directly modulated

by the base-band to realize a 1 khop/s FHSS transmitter with

64 channels, employing wideband 2-FSK, and able to estab-

lish a 1kbps wireless link with the RG. The FHSS control

logic block takes in the baseband digital data and performs

digital FSK modulation and frequency hopping to generate

through a DAC an analog input (ff) for the VCO.

Figure 1. Proposed hopping frequency synthesizer

At the receiver side, a dedicated algorithm recovers the cen-

ter frequency [3], synchronizes with the PN-code used in the

hopping synthesizer and applies Short-Time DFT (ST-DFT)

to demodulate the data. The direct synthesis of the frequency

bins is obtained combining a microprocessor and a DAC.

The microprocessor will output in a pseudo-random fashion

the required digital codes for each frequency bin. The DAC

will convert these digital codes into an analog voltage, which

drives the fine-tune varactors of the VCO. The required ac-

curacy in the frequency synthesis is obtained by employing

digital pre-distortion together with a frequency offset insen-

sitive demodulator [4].

The coarse tuning range should be large enough to cope with

the capacitances and inductance spread while the fine tuning

range should be large enough to synthesize at least 50 hop-

ping channels as required by the FCC rules. Phase noise

requirements can be calculated by the following equation

L∆f ≤ Pws −Pus−BW−SNR−NF−3dB (1)

where Pws is the power of the wanted signal, Pus is the power

of the unwanted signal, L∆f is the phase noise expressed in

dBc/Hz at a certain frequency offset from the carrier, BW

is the noise bandwidth, NF is the receiver noise factor, SNR

is the required signal-to-noise ratio at the demodulator in-

put and the 3 dB takes in account the degradation due to the

receiver. Considering a relaxed NF of 15 dB, a BW of 50

kHz (which is enough for a data-rate smaller than 5 kbps us-

ing wideband FSK as modulation technique) and a required

SNR of 5 dB (which translates to Eb \N0 = 11 dB @ 0.1%

BER) the VCO phase noise at 450 kHz 1 far from the carrier

should be lower than -100 dBc/Hz. The VCO requirements

are summarized in Table I.

Table I. RF front-end specifications
Value Unit

Output power ≥-25 dBm

Phase noise <-100 dBc/Hz @ 450 kHz

Coarse tuning range >40 MHz

Fine tuning range >7.5 MHz

A. Digital Predistortion Algorithm

Direct frequency synthesis is based on the well known rela-

tion between frequency and tank capacitance in a resonator

based VCO (LC-VCO for example):

fosc =
1

2π
√

LC
(2)

where L and C are respectively the total capacitance and in-

ductance of the tank and fosc is the oscillation frequency. It is

possible to change the oscillation frequency of the VCO by

varying the capacitance of the tank. This, in practice, is real-

ized by using a varactor diode, which has a capacitance that

varies non-linearly with its reverse voltage across it. There-

fore, applying the correct voltages to the varactor diodes, it

is possible to synthesize all the required frequency bins with

minimum hardware complexity.

In this new approach the required DAC has to be able to give

a steady-state voltage at a rate comparable to the hopping

rate without any constraint on its dynamic linearity. This

will considerably simplify the design of the DAC, compared

to the one used in the DDFS approach, allowing current con-

sumption as low as 100 µA [5]. To preserve the orthogo-

nality between codes and to avoid BER degradation due to

reciprocal mixing, the hopping bins should be arranged in a

linear grid with a residual frequency offset smaller than 25

kHz [6]. Unfortunately, the chain composed by the DAC, the

varactor and the oscillator, introduces some non-linearities:

• Frequency-capacitance square-root relation

• C-V characteristic of the varactor

• DAC Integral Non-linearity (INL)

1Considering frequency bins equally spaced by 150 kHz and the most

stringent requirement at the third and beyond channel.
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Figure 2. BER versus frequency offset between TX and RX
oscillators (6 dB SNR at demodulator input)

In the proposed architecture, digital pre-distortion is em-

ployed to obtain an almost linearly arranged frequency grid.

Any residual offset between the transmitter and the receiver

will affect the BER of the system. Therefore, because such

non-linearities can be corrected up to a certain level, it is

important to choose a demodulation algorithm, which can

easily cope with frequency offsets in the order of few kilo-

Hertz. Analysis and simulation show that among several de-

modulation strategies, the one based on the ST-DFT algo-

rithm is the most robust against static or slowly variant fre-

quency offset [7]. In this way also frequency variations due

to temperature and power supply variations can be tracked

using a low power DSP core.
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Figure 3. Maximum residual frequency error versus INLmax

for different DAC resolutions

Supposing a frequency accuracy during transmission better

than 10 ppm, then the maximum allowed uncorrected fre-

quency offset is around 9 kHz. In this range, as can be seen

from Fig. 2, the system BER remains almost constant2.

With system level simulations the required DAC resolution

and maximum integral non-linearity (INLmax) can be de-

2The used demodulation algorithm is able to cope with static or slowly

varying frequency offsets even larger than the 9 kHz specification for the

proposed system[4].

rived. In Fig. 3 the residual frequency error versus the maxi-

mum INL (INLmax) for different DAC resolutions is plotted.

As can be seen it is necessary to have a 10-bit DAC with

INLmax below 1.5 LSB to keep the residual maximum fre-

quency error below 25 kHz.
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Figure 4. VCO and divider of the TX front-end

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The system front-end consists of a resonator based LC-VCO,

a divider and an output stage able to deliver -25 dBm power

on a 50 Ω load. To minimize oscillator pulling the VCO op-

erates at 1.8 GHz and divided down to the TX frequency.

Table II. Measured vs. required TX front-end performances

Measured Required Unit

Output power -25 ≥-25 dBm

Phase noise a -105 <-100 dBc/Hz b

Coarse tuning range a 94 >40 MHz

Fine tuning range a 9 >7.5 MHz

aWorst case over 20 samples from the same batch.
bAt 450 kHz from the carrier.

In Fig. 4 the VCO (550 µA) and divider are shown. The Vff

is the point where the pre-distorted DAC output voltage is

applied. The Vfc is the coarse control voltage and it is used

calibrate the hopping channels inside the ISM band. The

divider is a travelling wave divider. In this design the of-

ten present external base-resistors of the upper stage are not

used and the design is optimized by proper transistor dimen-

sioning to have maximum divider sensitivity at 1.8 GHz and

a low power dissipation (200 µA). The output buffer (not

shown) is a differential pair (2 mA).

The baseband part has been implemented using discreet

components. The microprocessor is the PIC18F627A, which

consumes 12 µA at 32 kHz, while the DAC is the AD7392,

which draws 100 µA. In Fig. 5 it is shown the measured
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Figure 5. Frequency-hopping transmitter output spectrum

spectrum for 64 channels equally spaced by about 150 kHz.

Measured versus required front-end performances are given

in Table II. Using a software receiver with programmable

RF front-end as RG, a complete link was realized with the

implemented TX front-end. The measured BER was less

than 1.1% with an output power of -25 dBm, a distance be-

tween TX antenna and RX antenna of 7 meters, in an indoor

environment and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) condition.
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Figure 6. Power consumption breakdown by block (buffer not
optimized for low-power)

The whole front-end consumes 2.87 mA, of which the

actual hopping synthesizer (µP+DAC+VCO+divider) con-

sumes 870µA, which is 8 times less than the state-of-the-art

hopping synthesizers. Fig. 6 shows the detailed breakdown

of power consumption by block. Fig. 7 shows the die-photo

of the realized TX front-end. The active die area is 2.8 mm2.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the new era of personal communications, the energy avail-

Figure 7. The die-photo of transmitter front-end

able for a wireless node is the limiting factor. Neverthe-

less, a robust link is mandatory and can be guaranteed by

SS techniques especially in the harsh indoor environment.

Among the SS techniques, FHSS, together with BFSK mod-

ulation technique, is very suitable for low data-rate applica-

tions. The proposed innovative FHSS architecture, based on

a pre-distortion algorithm, allows to have at the same time a

fast and an accurate synthesis of the frequency bins while re-

quiring an overall power consumption of only 870 µA from

a 1.8 V power supply. Using an output buffer able to deliver

-25 dBm to a 50Ω matched antenna a complete wireless link

has been realized showing a BER smaller than 1.1 % in a

common office environment.
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